Your Invoices: Always at a Glance!
Even in companies with a high number
of incoming invoices, these invoices are
still processed in a manual and paperbased way. Distributing and forwarding
the invoices to the responsible employee
as well as subsequent verification and
posting result in long processing times
starting from invoice receipt to the final

Fig. 1: Verification and release of invoices via SAP interface

posting in the system and thus cause
high costs.
Automatized capturing and verification
Despite the many digital corporate processes realized through SAP R/3, this paper-based processing of invoices is still
prevailing. Few opportunities to exert
influence on cycle times as well as a lack
of transparency of invoices and of their
processing status are often just the beginning of a series of problems.

Distributing, verifying, releasing, posting –
incoming invoices are processed by many people
before they are finally processed and posted in SAP
R/3. Thanks to maxflow, a workflow integrated
into SAP R/3, invoices with and without direct
order reference are automatically processed.
maxflow is your way to a digital incoming invoices solution: as a
component, which is directly
integrated into SAP R/3,
maxflow allows for the automatic processing of incoming invoices. After initial acquisition
in SAP R/3, an electronic verification for accuracy of the invoice is conducted. Subsequently, it will be automatically
further processed and archived
– provided that it held out
against
this
plausibility
check.
But
even quantity
and price differences in case of invoices with order reference do not require intervention by the person in charge because
the system contains respective functionalities.
Only in the rare case
that the automatic verification renders a manual check and an ac-

cording intervention necessary, the invoice is assigned to the person in charge
in an electronic way.
maxflow adjusts to your company!
Although maxflow is a product that can
rapidly and easily be integrated into your
system, it still leaves sufficient space for
company-specific adjustments. Thus, it
is at your own discretion whether invoices are subject to a one-tier or two-

Fig. 2: Verification of incoming invoices
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Releasing on item level
Treatment of special cases
User-friendly user interfaces
Customizable control
Use of SAP authorization objects
Automatic posting
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tier release process. In addition, your
rules define how special cases are supposed to be handled.
Regardless whether it is about the workflow or authorization systems – maxflow
is designed in such a way that it can be
adjusted to the requirements and particularities of your company. On that account, there is a central tool for configuring the workflow. Because SAP authorization objects are used, it is not necessa-

face with the familiar SAP R/3 system.
User acceptance of the system will be
very high due to the intuitive way of
using the system. In order to support the
responsible editors during the invoice
release stage, they can have additional
information displayed, which in turn
might assist them in their decisions.
Not all employees, though, use the SAP
system. Thus, maxflow also permits integrating Non-SAP users via a Web interface.
Obvious advantages

Integrating maxflow
provides obvious advantages to your
company. With our
capturing solutions,
you will electronically
record all incoming
invoices hands-off.
Invoices are automatically
categorized,
item data is captured
and
synchronized
with lists from the
ERP system. You define the workflow for
the different incoFig. 3: In the clearly arranged, central "Cockpit", all processes can be supervised.
ming invoices and
thus, you will accomplish a maximum share of automatic pory to use any additional authorization
stings. Due to automatic load-balancing
scheme.
and integrated stand-in arrangements,
all documents will be rapidly processed
Ease-of-use and support
even in case of overcrowded desks and
during vacation times. In this way, you
With all these functions of maxflow, one
and your employees cannot only keep
thing has not fallen by the wayside: ease
track of the invoices in circulation and
of use. The user interface is very userthus always know which person in charfriendly and provides a uniform inter-

ge currently works on a certain invoice.
Rather, the clearness and acceleration of
processing times you will accomplish
through maxflow also helps you to take
advantage of possible cash discount deductions.
Via standard protocols, modifications
are continuously logged in a revisionproof way. By means of these recordings,
it will be possible to comprehend who
has released which invoice at which
point in time and who in fact was authorized to conduct this release at a certain
point in time.
maxflow is a powerful tool intended to
be integrated into SAP R/3, which allows
your company to finish your annual
statements even more rapidly. With this
tool, you will always have a state-of-theart product because it will be continuously further developed.
Thanks to the easy administration and
due to the short implementation period,
a near-term ROI will result.

maxflow
Contact
You still have questions?
Pleae do not hesitate to contact us:
d.velop AG
digital business solutions
Schildarpstraße 6–8
GER-48712 Gescher
Fon: +49 (0) 2542 – 9307-0
Fax: +49 (0) 2542 – 9307-20
E-Mail: info@d-velop.de
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